
ESCAPE
Journey Into Fear

Program Guide by Elizabeth McLeod

Your nerves, drawn wire-taut.
The tension, grasping at your
brain. Your heart, thundering
in your chest. Your knuckles,
drawn white against your chair.
The thrill, the excitement of the
moment — and then, suddenly,
it ends. The tension is released.

You turn off the radio — until
next week.

For lovers of high adventure, for
aficionados of the very best in
broadcast excitement, no radio
program ever offered so much as
Escape. For seven memorable
years, this distinctive half-
hour carried its audience on
unforgettable journeys, united
only by the common theme of
extraordinary experience.

Adventure drama is one of radio’s most enduring dramatic formats. As far back as the 1920’s,
audiences thrilled to fabulous tales of man pitted against the elements, man against the unknown, and
man against his very own weaknesses. Radio drama carried the listener to the furthest corners of the
globe and brought the excitement of the journey into the very center of his mind — and it did so
solely through sound, through carefully chosen, carefully modulated dialogue, and through cleverly
manipulated sound effects. Its only limit was the scope of each individual listener’s imagination.

“El Guitarero” - 04/19/53
A sensitive Mexican poet finds out what he’s
made of when he is forced to confront his deepest
fears. Written by E. Jack Neuman. Starring Eddie
Firestone, Jack Kruschen, Herb Ellis, Charlie
Lung and Lillian Buyeff, with guitar interludes
performed by Jose Baroso. Produced and directed
by Antony Ellis.

“The Untouchable” - 09/27/53
Achance encounter with a leprous beggar in India
drives a hypochondriac American traveler to the
edge of insanity. Written by James Henderson.
Starring John Dehner, with Parley Baer, Jack
Kruschen, Charles Davis and Joan Danton.
Produced and directed by Antony Ellis.

Elizabeth McLeod is a journalist, author, and broadcast historian. She received the 2005 Ray
Stanich Award for excellence in broadcasting history research from the Friends Of Old Time
Radio.
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Meston from the short story by Marcel Ayme. Starring William Conrad, Jay Novello, Howard
McNear, Barney Phillips, Paul Frees, andVivi Janiss. Produced and directed by NormanMacDonnell.
Sponsored by Richfield Oil.

“The Power Of Hammer” - 10/15/50
A journey deep into the Belgian Congo to unseat a renegade white man who has carved out his own
sinister jungle domain. Written byAntony Ellis and Gil Doud. Starring Harry Bartell, Lou Krugman,
Jack Kruschen, Edgar Barrier, StanWaxman, Don Diamond,AnnMorrison, andVivi Janiss. Produced
and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“Journey Into Fear” - 11/19/50
In wartime Istanbul, German agents pursue a British engineer, leading to a grim journey aboard a
cargo ship. Adapted by Antony Ellis from the novel by Eric Ambler. Starring Ben Wright, Jack
Kruschen, Lou Krugman, Rolfe Sedan,AnnMorrison and Shimen Ruskin. Produced and directed by
Norman MacDonnell.

“Funeral Fires” - 11/26/50
A doctor in colonial Malaya races against time to recover a stolen supply of serum that is needed to
halt a rapidly spreading plague. Written by Charles E. Israel. Starring Ben Wright, Georgia Ellis,
Don Diamond, Lamont Johnson, Wilms Herbert, and Leon Lontock. Produced and directed by
Norman MacDonnell.

“The Gladiator” - 08/01/51
Retirement is only the beginning of the greatest battle of a champion fighter’s career. Written by
Milliard Kaufman. Starring William Conrad, Lou Krugman, Ted Osborne, Paul Frees, Byron Kane,
and Lillian Buyeff. Produced and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“Wild Jack Rhett” - 02/15/53
Aweary gunfighter faces his last stand in this encore performance of the violent but seminal “adult
western” that was first produced on Escape in 1950. Adapted by John Meston from the short story
by Ernest Haycox. Starring John Dehner, Harry Bartell, Lou Krugman, Larry Dobkin, Howard
McNear, Georgia Ellis, Herb Ellis, Peter Leeds, and Parley Baer. Produced and directed by Norman
MacDonnell.

“I Saw Myself Running” - 02/22/53
In this rare Escape tale with a female lead, a woman is terrorized by a cryptic recurring nightmare in
which she meets…herself. Written by Antony Ellis. Starring Georgia Ellis, Sammy Hill, John
Stephenson, Charlotte Lawrence, and Edgar Barrier. Produced and directed by Antony Ellis.

Dramatic anthologies with adventure themes were a cornerstone of early radio. Jungle adventure,
high seas adventure,Western adventure, and arctic adventure were all represented by one program or
another as the audio medium matured. But, it was with Escape that the adventure anthology reached
its peak — benefiting from a decade and a half of experimentation in dramatic technique at CBS’s
Hollywood studios, and from the talent of a unique group of directors, writers, and performers who
brought the stories to life each week.

Escape was, in many ways, an outgrowth of CBS’s most popular anthology series, Suspense. But,
Suspense had the advantage of a well-paying sponsor behind it, and was able to attract top-name
celebrity talent to headline its weekly productions. Escape, with the union-scale budget of a sustaining
(non-sponsored) program, made do with the less-widely-known, but perhaps more-talented, pool of
everyday working radio actors. These performers appeared week in and week out, seldom receiving
public attention or acclaim, but always turned in outstanding performances, no matter what the
character or the setting. These are the people who bring to life the episodes in this collection — and
you’ll hear many of them over and over again, demonstrating the versatility necessary to the success
of a radio actor’s career.

Perhaps the voice most often associated with Escape over the course of its run was that of William
Conrad, considered by many today to be the single most gifted radio actor of the postwar era.
Conrad’s beefy, authoritative voice announced the program for much of its run, and figures in many
of the actual episodes as well — sometimes in a leading role, sometimes simply as a member of the
supporting cast, but always distinctive and recognizable. Conrad began his radio career as an
announcer for local LosAngeles radio in the years just before World War II, but he would not reveal

the full extent of his talent until after the war, after honing his skills
in a brief tenure with the Armed Forces Radio Service. Out of
uniform in 1946, he resurfaced as a staff member at CBS’s key west
coast radio station KNX. He soon found his way into the resident
acting company, making his mark on an ever-growing number of
network dramas. When Escape began its run in 1947, he emerged
as one of the most indispensable members of its cast. He would
shine as well in other CBS programs of the era, finding immortality
in 1952 as the unforgettable voice of Marshal Matt Dillon in
Gunsmoke, a series which carved out a niche for itself as radio’s
finest adult western.

Conrad frequently shared the Escapemicrophone with the possessor
of another authoritative voice, John Dehner— a character actor who
found his fortune in sardonic, often antagonistic roles. Dehner came
to radio after a long and varied career in other media— at one time
or another, the tall, mustachioed performer had worked in jobs
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ranging from cartoon animator to nightclub pianist before landing
in films, and from there sliding comfortably into postwar radio work
at CBS.While Dehner was a frequent performer in Escape episodes
of many genres, his work in Western adventures stood out for
special notice, and eventually earned him key roles in two
outstanding 1950s series: Frontier Gentleman and Have Gun, Will
Travel.

Frequently heard alongside both Dehner and Conrad was another
stalwart of the Escape company, Jack Kruschen. A Canadian by
birth, Kruschen turned up in Hollywood in 1946 and immediately
established himself as one of the top character actors in radio,
appearing in hundreds of programs in hundreds of different roles.A
master of dialects and unusual characterizations, Kruschen shone
in key supporting parts throughout the run of Escape. His career
would endure beyond even the end of the GoldenAge of Radio itself, with the actor returning to the
microphone in the 1970s, still providing his usual fine work in several of the radio-revival series of
that era.

Harry Bartell stands out as another key member of the Escape repertory company, often paired with
Kruschen in vital character roles. One of the older members of the Escape company, Bartell’s radio
career dated to the late 1930s, in local radio in Texas. But, he soon followed his dreams of show-biz
success to Hollywood where he established himself as both an actor and an announcer, attracting
notice as the host/commercial pitchman for The New Adventures of Sherlock Holmes during the mid-
1940’s. He was no stranger to anthology dramas, appearing on programs from The Lux Radio Theatre
to The Silver Theatre, and even dabbled as a supporting figure in situation comedies. But, his
connection with Escape in the years following the war set the tone for the most successful phase of
his radio career. He established himself as one of the most versatile members of the company, at home
in any sort of role, in any sort of situation. A sympathetic friend of the hero one week, a merciless,
brutal villain the next — it was all in a day’s work for this fine performer.

Women received comparatively fewer opportunities to shine at the Escape microphone. The stories
featured were generally hyper-masculine in tone, and women’s roles tended to be those of the
obligatory wife/sweetheart/victim rather than front-and-central to the action. However, actresses did
occasionally have the chance to impress. One notable Escape leading lady was Georgia Ellis, whose
dark, distinctive voice proved perfect for the woman with something to hide…the woman living on
the edge of some unknowable terror. Her work on Escape with William Conrad ensured her success
in her most memorable role: Kitty, the hard-boiled saloon-keeper inGunsmoke. Her career trailed off
after the radio era drew to a close, and she walked away from show business without a regret, leaving
behind many outstanding broadcast performances.

Dunkel from the short story by Cornell Woolrich. Starring Ed Begley, with Harry Bartell, Edgar
Barrier, Joy Terry, Kay Miller, Louise Arthur, and Peter Proust. Produced and directed by Norman
MacDonnell.

“The Confidential Agent” - 04/02/49
An agent from a country wracked by civil war turns up in England on a desperate quest for necessary
resources. Adapted by Ken Crossen from the novel by Graham Greene. Starring Berry Kroeger with
Edgar Barrier, Herb Butterfield, and Ben Wright. Produced and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“The Shanghai Document” - 04/21/50
Two Americans traveling from Chungking to Shanghai on board a river steamer become enmeshed
in the quest for a mysterious paper. Written by Gwen and John Bagni. Starring John Dehner, Joan
Banks, Benson Fong, BenWright, andWilliam Conrad. Produced and directed byWilliam N. Robson.
Sponsored by Richfield Oil.

“Sundown” - 06/23/50
A desperate need for vengeance haunts the life of a young boy who grows to manhood determined
to shed the blood of the man who stole his horse. Written by Joel Murcott. Starring Barton
Yarborough, Ted Osborne, Paul Frees, and John Dehner. Produced and directed by William N.
Robson. Sponsored by Richfield Oil.

“Shark Bait” - 07/14/50
An American charter-boat captain fights for his life against
Nicaraguan gun-runners when his vessel is hijacked in shark-
infested waters. Written byAntony Ellis. StarringWilliam Conrad,
Harry Bartell, John Dehner, Paul Frees,Will Geer, andMary Shipp.
Produced and directed by William N. Robson. Sponsored by
Richfield Oil.

“The Footprint” - 08/18/50
Amalevolent Chinese priest armed with a deadly snake looms large
in this tale of treasure hunting in the Mexican desert. Adapted by
Richard Chandlee from the short story by Gouverneur Morris.
StarringWilliam Conrad, Lou Krugman, TomHolland, and Ramsay
Hill. Produced and directed by NormanMacDonnell. Sponsored by
Richfield Oil.

“Crossing Paris” - 08/25/50
Meat smugglers in occupied Paris battle the Nazis, and each other,
as they transport a slaughtered hog across the city. Adapted by John
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Gloria Blondell co-stars in “The Fugitive.”
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in those years, shared a common thread of experience, a common outlook, and a common approach
to their work. Realism, honesty, and understatement replaced the flamboyant OrsonWelles-influenced
theatricality that had come to dominate serious radio drama in the 1930’s, or the poetic flourishes
and stylization that characterized the wartime scripts of Norman Corwin and his disciples during the
war years. For all too short a time, this troupe of actors, writers, directors, and technicians proved that
red-blooded radio adventure drama need not be confined to the level of kiddie serial programs. In the
episodes of Escape presented in this collection, their legacy lives on for a new generation of listeners.

Episodes in this collection:

“The Brute” - 04/11/48
A terrifying voyage on the high seas, onboard a ship with a malevolent will of its own. Adapted by
Les Crutchfield from the short story by Joseph Conrad. Starring Dan O’Herlihy, Parley Baer, and
Wilms Herbert. Produced and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“The Match” - 05/16/48
A relentless Mountie is determined to bring in his quarry regardless of the consequences. Adapted
by Les Crutchfield from the short story by James Oliver Curwood. Starring Clark Cluney, Frank
Lovejoy, and Cynthia Corley. Produced and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“The Fugitive” - 08/15/48
An escaped convict is determined not to be recaptured alive, and will stop at nothing to ensure his
freedom. Adapted by Les Crutchfield from the short story by Vincent Starrett. Starring Luis Van
Rooten, Gloria Blondell, John Dehner, Barry Kroeger, and Ben Wright. Produced and directed by
Norman MacDonnell.

“SS San Pedro” - 08/22/48
An aging ocean liner, a dying captain, and an enigmatic passenger all meet their destiny. Adapted by
Les Crutchfield from the novelette by James Gould Cozzens. Starring John Dehner, Charlotte
Lawrence, Jeff Corey, Don Diamond, Harry Bartell, Larry Dobkin, and Jay Novello. Produced and
directed by Normal MacDonnell.

“HeWho Rides the Tiger” - 03/12/49
An amnesiac refugee from the Pacific war is haunted by what might have happened to him in China
at the hands of the Japanese. Adapted by Les Crutchfield from the story by James Norman. Starring
William Conrad, with Berry Kroeger, Maria Palmer, Jack Kruschen, Edgar Barrier, and BenWright.
Produced and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“Finger of Doom” - 03/19/49
Ayoung man about to be married investigates the sudden disappearance of his fiancee—who stopped
off one night to deliver a package for her employer, and was never seen again. Adapted by John

The creative and administrative
forces behind these, and the
many other voices in the Escape
cast, were equally impressive.
Although the series began under
the auspices of noted dramatic
specialist William N. Robson, it
perhaps reached the peak of its
quality under Robson’s protege,
the able Norman MacDonnell.
One of the many bright young
men who entered radio in the
years immediately after the war,
MacDonnell’s hallmark was
the thoughtful realism of his
characters. In a MacDonnell-
directed drama, characters never

emoted or declaimed for art’s sake — instead, the men and women who populated his stories were
everyday figures, world-weary but stubborn, and grittier at their core than might at first be
apparent. This approach to characterization ran through most of MacDonnell’s radio work, with his
fine shepherding of Escape carrying him on a direct line to other outstanding CBS dramatic series,
capped by Gunsmoke.

MacDonnell’s favorite collaborator through the years of his greatest radio success was scriptwriter John
Meston, who entered the writing field through a side door.A tough, uncompromising man, he had once
served as an editor in the network’s program practices department, spending his days vetting other
writers’ scripts until he realized that he had the talent to do it better. While he worked in all genres
during his tenure on Escape, his Western work was particularly outstanding, pointing the way to his
eventual Gunsmoke collaboration with MacDonnell.

MacDonnell’s successor as Escape producer/director was another of his frequent collaborators,
Antony Ellis. Then married to actress Georgia Ellis, he was himself a former actor who found greater
accomplishments on the other side of the control-room window. He particularly excelled in tales of
mystery and intrigue, and shared MacDonnell and Meston’s fondness for Westerns, moving on after
his Escape tenure to create the outstanding Frontier Gentleman, a showcase for frequent Escape
colleague John Dehner.

If it seems from the previous paragraphs that CBS-Hollywood in the postwar years was very much
one tightly-knit, interconnected family, that assumption would be quite accurate. Most of the
personalities who created Escape, and the many other fine programs emanating from Columbia Square
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in those years, shared a common thread of experience, a common outlook, and a common approach
to their work. Realism, honesty, and understatement replaced the flamboyant OrsonWelles-influenced
theatricality that had come to dominate serious radio drama in the 1930’s, or the poetic flourishes
and stylization that characterized the wartime scripts of Norman Corwin and his disciples during the
war years. For all too short a time, this troupe of actors, writers, directors, and technicians proved that
red-blooded radio adventure drama need not be confined to the level of kiddie serial programs. In the
episodes of Escape presented in this collection, their legacy lives on for a new generation of listeners.

Episodes in this collection:

“The Brute” - 04/11/48
A terrifying voyage on the high seas, onboard a ship with a malevolent will of its own. Adapted by
Les Crutchfield from the short story by Joseph Conrad. Starring Dan O’Herlihy, Parley Baer, and
Wilms Herbert. Produced and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“The Match” - 05/16/48
A relentless Mountie is determined to bring in his quarry regardless of the consequences. Adapted
by Les Crutchfield from the short story by James Oliver Curwood. Starring Clark Cluney, Frank
Lovejoy, and Cynthia Corley. Produced and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“The Fugitive” - 08/15/48
An escaped convict is determined not to be recaptured alive, and will stop at nothing to ensure his
freedom. Adapted by Les Crutchfield from the short story by Vincent Starrett. Starring Luis Van
Rooten, Gloria Blondell, John Dehner, Barry Kroeger, and Ben Wright. Produced and directed by
Norman MacDonnell.

“SS San Pedro” - 08/22/48
An aging ocean liner, a dying captain, and an enigmatic passenger all meet their destiny. Adapted by
Les Crutchfield from the novelette by James Gould Cozzens. Starring John Dehner, Charlotte
Lawrence, Jeff Corey, Don Diamond, Harry Bartell, Larry Dobkin, and Jay Novello. Produced and
directed by Normal MacDonnell.

“HeWho Rides the Tiger” - 03/12/49
An amnesiac refugee from the Pacific war is haunted by what might have happened to him in China
at the hands of the Japanese. Adapted by Les Crutchfield from the story by James Norman. Starring
William Conrad, with Berry Kroeger, Maria Palmer, Jack Kruschen, Edgar Barrier, and BenWright.
Produced and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“Finger of Doom” - 03/19/49
Ayoung man about to be married investigates the sudden disappearance of his fiancee—who stopped
off one night to deliver a package for her employer, and was never seen again. Adapted by John

The creative and administrative
forces behind these, and the
many other voices in the Escape
cast, were equally impressive.
Although the series began under
the auspices of noted dramatic
specialist William N. Robson, it
perhaps reached the peak of its
quality under Robson’s protege,
the able Norman MacDonnell.
One of the many bright young
men who entered radio in the
years immediately after the war,
MacDonnell’s hallmark was
the thoughtful realism of his
characters. In a MacDonnell-
directed drama, characters never

emoted or declaimed for art’s sake — instead, the men and women who populated his stories were
everyday figures, world-weary but stubborn, and grittier at their core than might at first be
apparent. This approach to characterization ran through most of MacDonnell’s radio work, with his
fine shepherding of Escape carrying him on a direct line to other outstanding CBS dramatic series,
capped by Gunsmoke.

MacDonnell’s favorite collaborator through the years of his greatest radio success was scriptwriter John
Meston, who entered the writing field through a side door.A tough, uncompromising man, he had once
served as an editor in the network’s program practices department, spending his days vetting other
writers’ scripts until he realized that he had the talent to do it better. While he worked in all genres
during his tenure on Escape, his Western work was particularly outstanding, pointing the way to his
eventual Gunsmoke collaboration with MacDonnell.

MacDonnell’s successor as Escape producer/director was another of his frequent collaborators,
Antony Ellis. Then married to actress Georgia Ellis, he was himself a former actor who found greater
accomplishments on the other side of the control-room window. He particularly excelled in tales of
mystery and intrigue, and shared MacDonnell and Meston’s fondness for Westerns, moving on after
his Escape tenure to create the outstanding Frontier Gentleman, a showcase for frequent Escape
colleague John Dehner.

If it seems from the previous paragraphs that CBS-Hollywood in the postwar years was very much
one tightly-knit, interconnected family, that assumption would be quite accurate. Most of the
personalities who created Escape, and the many other fine programs emanating from Columbia Square
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ranging from cartoon animator to nightclub pianist before landing
in films, and from there sliding comfortably into postwar radio work
at CBS.While Dehner was a frequent performer in Escape episodes
of many genres, his work in Western adventures stood out for
special notice, and eventually earned him key roles in two
outstanding 1950s series: Frontier Gentleman and Have Gun, Will
Travel.

Frequently heard alongside both Dehner and Conrad was another
stalwart of the Escape company, Jack Kruschen. A Canadian by
birth, Kruschen turned up in Hollywood in 1946 and immediately
established himself as one of the top character actors in radio,
appearing in hundreds of programs in hundreds of different roles.A
master of dialects and unusual characterizations, Kruschen shone
in key supporting parts throughout the run of Escape. His career
would endure beyond even the end of the GoldenAge of Radio itself, with the actor returning to the
microphone in the 1970s, still providing his usual fine work in several of the radio-revival series of
that era.

Harry Bartell stands out as another key member of the Escape repertory company, often paired with
Kruschen in vital character roles. One of the older members of the Escape company, Bartell’s radio
career dated to the late 1930s, in local radio in Texas. But, he soon followed his dreams of show-biz
success to Hollywood where he established himself as both an actor and an announcer, attracting
notice as the host/commercial pitchman for The New Adventures of Sherlock Holmes during the mid-
1940’s. He was no stranger to anthology dramas, appearing on programs from The Lux Radio Theatre
to The Silver Theatre, and even dabbled as a supporting figure in situation comedies. But, his
connection with Escape in the years following the war set the tone for the most successful phase of
his radio career. He established himself as one of the most versatile members of the company, at home
in any sort of role, in any sort of situation. A sympathetic friend of the hero one week, a merciless,
brutal villain the next — it was all in a day’s work for this fine performer.

Women received comparatively fewer opportunities to shine at the Escape microphone. The stories
featured were generally hyper-masculine in tone, and women’s roles tended to be those of the
obligatory wife/sweetheart/victim rather than front-and-central to the action. However, actresses did
occasionally have the chance to impress. One notable Escape leading lady was Georgia Ellis, whose
dark, distinctive voice proved perfect for the woman with something to hide…the woman living on
the edge of some unknowable terror. Her work on Escape with William Conrad ensured her success
in her most memorable role: Kitty, the hard-boiled saloon-keeper inGunsmoke. Her career trailed off
after the radio era drew to a close, and she walked away from show business without a regret, leaving
behind many outstanding broadcast performances.

Dunkel from the short story by Cornell Woolrich. Starring Ed Begley, with Harry Bartell, Edgar
Barrier, Joy Terry, Kay Miller, Louise Arthur, and Peter Proust. Produced and directed by Norman
MacDonnell.

“The Confidential Agent” - 04/02/49
An agent from a country wracked by civil war turns up in England on a desperate quest for necessary
resources. Adapted by Ken Crossen from the novel by Graham Greene. Starring Berry Kroeger with
Edgar Barrier, Herb Butterfield, and Ben Wright. Produced and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“The Shanghai Document” - 04/21/50
Two Americans traveling from Chungking to Shanghai on board a river steamer become enmeshed
in the quest for a mysterious paper. Written by Gwen and John Bagni. Starring John Dehner, Joan
Banks, Benson Fong, BenWright, andWilliam Conrad. Produced and directed byWilliam N. Robson.
Sponsored by Richfield Oil.

“Sundown” - 06/23/50
A desperate need for vengeance haunts the life of a young boy who grows to manhood determined
to shed the blood of the man who stole his horse. Written by Joel Murcott. Starring Barton
Yarborough, Ted Osborne, Paul Frees, and John Dehner. Produced and directed by William N.
Robson. Sponsored by Richfield Oil.

“Shark Bait” - 07/14/50
An American charter-boat captain fights for his life against
Nicaraguan gun-runners when his vessel is hijacked in shark-
infested waters. Written byAntony Ellis. StarringWilliam Conrad,
Harry Bartell, John Dehner, Paul Frees,Will Geer, andMary Shipp.
Produced and directed by William N. Robson. Sponsored by
Richfield Oil.

“The Footprint” - 08/18/50
Amalevolent Chinese priest armed with a deadly snake looms large
in this tale of treasure hunting in the Mexican desert. Adapted by
Richard Chandlee from the short story by Gouverneur Morris.
StarringWilliam Conrad, Lou Krugman, TomHolland, and Ramsay
Hill. Produced and directed by NormanMacDonnell. Sponsored by
Richfield Oil.

“Crossing Paris” - 08/25/50
Meat smugglers in occupied Paris battle the Nazis, and each other,
as they transport a slaughtered hog across the city. Adapted by John
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Meston from the short story by Marcel Ayme. Starring William Conrad, Jay Novello, Howard
McNear, Barney Phillips, Paul Frees, andVivi Janiss. Produced and directed by NormanMacDonnell.
Sponsored by Richfield Oil.

“The Power Of Hammer” - 10/15/50
A journey deep into the Belgian Congo to unseat a renegade white man who has carved out his own
sinister jungle domain. Written byAntony Ellis and Gil Doud. Starring Harry Bartell, Lou Krugman,
Jack Kruschen, Edgar Barrier, StanWaxman, Don Diamond,AnnMorrison, andVivi Janiss. Produced
and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“Journey Into Fear” - 11/19/50
In wartime Istanbul, German agents pursue a British engineer, leading to a grim journey aboard a
cargo ship. Adapted by Antony Ellis from the novel by Eric Ambler. Starring Ben Wright, Jack
Kruschen, Lou Krugman, Rolfe Sedan,AnnMorrison and Shimen Ruskin. Produced and directed by
Norman MacDonnell.

“Funeral Fires” - 11/26/50
A doctor in colonial Malaya races against time to recover a stolen supply of serum that is needed to
halt a rapidly spreading plague. Written by Charles E. Israel. Starring Ben Wright, Georgia Ellis,
Don Diamond, Lamont Johnson, Wilms Herbert, and Leon Lontock. Produced and directed by
Norman MacDonnell.

“The Gladiator” - 08/01/51
Retirement is only the beginning of the greatest battle of a champion fighter’s career. Written by
Milliard Kaufman. Starring William Conrad, Lou Krugman, Ted Osborne, Paul Frees, Byron Kane,
and Lillian Buyeff. Produced and directed by Norman MacDonnell.

“Wild Jack Rhett” - 02/15/53
Aweary gunfighter faces his last stand in this encore performance of the violent but seminal “adult
western” that was first produced on Escape in 1950. Adapted by John Meston from the short story
by Ernest Haycox. Starring John Dehner, Harry Bartell, Lou Krugman, Larry Dobkin, Howard
McNear, Georgia Ellis, Herb Ellis, Peter Leeds, and Parley Baer. Produced and directed by Norman
MacDonnell.

“I Saw Myself Running” - 02/22/53
In this rare Escape tale with a female lead, a woman is terrorized by a cryptic recurring nightmare in
which she meets…herself. Written by Antony Ellis. Starring Georgia Ellis, Sammy Hill, John
Stephenson, Charlotte Lawrence, and Edgar Barrier. Produced and directed by Antony Ellis.

Dramatic anthologies with adventure themes were a cornerstone of early radio. Jungle adventure,
high seas adventure,Western adventure, and arctic adventure were all represented by one program or
another as the audio medium matured. But, it was with Escape that the adventure anthology reached
its peak — benefiting from a decade and a half of experimentation in dramatic technique at CBS’s
Hollywood studios, and from the talent of a unique group of directors, writers, and performers who
brought the stories to life each week.

Escape was, in many ways, an outgrowth of CBS’s most popular anthology series, Suspense. But,
Suspense had the advantage of a well-paying sponsor behind it, and was able to attract top-name
celebrity talent to headline its weekly productions. Escape, with the union-scale budget of a sustaining
(non-sponsored) program, made do with the less-widely-known, but perhaps more-talented, pool of
everyday working radio actors. These performers appeared week in and week out, seldom receiving
public attention or acclaim, but always turned in outstanding performances, no matter what the
character or the setting. These are the people who bring to life the episodes in this collection — and
you’ll hear many of them over and over again, demonstrating the versatility necessary to the success
of a radio actor’s career.

Perhaps the voice most often associated with Escape over the course of its run was that of William
Conrad, considered by many today to be the single most gifted radio actor of the postwar era.
Conrad’s beefy, authoritative voice announced the program for much of its run, and figures in many
of the actual episodes as well — sometimes in a leading role, sometimes simply as a member of the
supporting cast, but always distinctive and recognizable. Conrad began his radio career as an
announcer for local LosAngeles radio in the years just before World War II, but he would not reveal

the full extent of his talent until after the war, after honing his skills
in a brief tenure with the Armed Forces Radio Service. Out of
uniform in 1946, he resurfaced as a staff member at CBS’s key west
coast radio station KNX. He soon found his way into the resident
acting company, making his mark on an ever-growing number of
network dramas. When Escape began its run in 1947, he emerged
as one of the most indispensable members of its cast. He would
shine as well in other CBS programs of the era, finding immortality
in 1952 as the unforgettable voice of Marshal Matt Dillon in
Gunsmoke, a series which carved out a niche for itself as radio’s
finest adult western.

Conrad frequently shared the Escapemicrophone with the possessor
of another authoritative voice, John Dehner— a character actor who
found his fortune in sardonic, often antagonistic roles. Dehner came
to radio after a long and varied career in other media— at one time
or another, the tall, mustachioed performer had worked in jobs
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ESCAPE
Journey Into Fear

Program Guide by Elizabeth McLeod

Your nerves, drawn wire-taut.
The tension, grasping at your
brain. Your heart, thundering
in your chest. Your knuckles,
drawn white against your chair.
The thrill, the excitement of the
moment — and then, suddenly,
it ends. The tension is released.

You turn off the radio — until
next week.

For lovers of high adventure, for
aficionados of the very best in
broadcast excitement, no radio
program ever offered so much as
Escape. For seven memorable
years, this distinctive half-
hour carried its audience on
unforgettable journeys, united
only by the common theme of
extraordinary experience.

Adventure drama is one of radio’s most enduring dramatic formats. As far back as the 1920’s,
audiences thrilled to fabulous tales of man pitted against the elements, man against the unknown, and
man against his very own weaknesses. Radio drama carried the listener to the furthest corners of the
globe and brought the excitement of the journey into the very center of his mind — and it did so
solely through sound, through carefully chosen, carefully modulated dialogue, and through cleverly
manipulated sound effects. Its only limit was the scope of each individual listener’s imagination.

“El Guitarero” - 04/19/53
A sensitive Mexican poet finds out what he’s
made of when he is forced to confront his deepest
fears. Written by E. Jack Neuman. Starring Eddie
Firestone, Jack Kruschen, Herb Ellis, Charlie
Lung and Lillian Buyeff, with guitar interludes
performed by Jose Baroso. Produced and directed
by Antony Ellis.

“The Untouchable” - 09/27/53
Achance encounter with a leprous beggar in India
drives a hypochondriac American traveler to the
edge of insanity. Written by James Henderson.
Starring John Dehner, with Parley Baer, Jack
Kruschen, Charles Davis and Joan Danton.
Produced and directed by Antony Ellis.

Elizabeth McLeod is a journalist, author, and broadcast historian. She received the 2005 Ray
Stanich Award for excellence in broadcasting history research from the Friends Of Old Time
Radio.

www.RadioSpirits.com
PO Box 1315, Little Falls, NJ 07424

Audio programs are released under license from series rights holders. All rights reserved.
For home use only. Unauthorized duplication prohibited. Manufactured by Radio Spirits.

Program Guide © 2010 Elizabeth McLeod and RSPT LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Escape regulars Parley Baer, Georgia Ellis and Howard McNear
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